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A FOR USE AS FREE-STANDING,
STATIONARY SHELVING: B FOR USE WITH STEM CASTORS:

Before assembly, lay out storage area accord
ing to desired configuration. "T", "U", configura
tions may be used. 

Push swivel stem casters into bottom of 

Insert tapered foot bushing into the bottom of 
each post. Seat securely by tapping with a rubber 
mallet. Screw the adjustable foot levelers into 
each bushing. After assembly, stand unit upright 
and adjust the foot levelers as required. 

each post. Seat securely by tapping with a mallet. 
(Note: tapered foot bushing and levelers are not 
required when using stem casters. 
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STEP 1. 

First perform "A•, "B", 
according to the style you have 
selected. NOTE: Unit is erected 
from the bottom shelf up. Posts 
are grooved and numbered in 1" 
increments. (Number shown is 
approximate height of shelf from 
floor not including casters.) 

STEP 2. 

Select the height of lowest shelf. 

STEP 5. 
Stand lowest shelf on its side. 

Insert posts from bottom into all 
four corners so the split sleeves fit 
inside each corner. Stand upright. 

STEP 6. 

At each corner, push shelf firmly 
down onto split sleeve. If necessary 
for a snug fit, tap corner lightly with 
a rubber mallet. 

STEP 7. 

Select height on the next lowest 
shelf. Repeat steps 3 and 4. from 
the top of standing unit, slide shelf 
onto post at all four corners so the 
split sleeve fits inside each collar. 
Repeat for remaining shelves. 
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ASSEMBLY CAN BE CARRIED 
OUT BY ONE PERSON, HOW
EVER ESPECIALLY FOR THE 
LARGER SIZE SHELVE� WE 
RECOM MEND TWO PEuPLE. 

STEP 3. 

WIDER
.-END 

Hold one half of split sleeve against post with 
wider end down. Fit "ridge" inside the split sleeve 
into groove and snap split sleeve on. Then snap on 
the other matching half of the sleeve. 

STEP 4. 

Repeat Step 3 at the same height for each of the 
three remaining posts. 



NOTE:
Install bottom shelf as low as possible to the floor. (For food service applications, refer to your local 
regulations regarding minimum height from the floor).
Units over 1270mm high should be assembled with at least three shelves, preferably four.
Adhere to shelf weight capacities
Place shelving on solid, level floors
Level the units with the supplied levelling feet
Do not drop heavy objects on the shelves, or subject units to shock from forklifts or dollies
Ease heavy loads carefully onto unit, and spread weight evenly over the length of the shelves
CAUTION: Do not climb or stand on wire/plastic mat shelves.


